PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA: HYDERABAD.
PRESENT: Sri Navin Mittal, I.A.S.,
COMMISSIONER


3. G.O. Rt.No. 310, HE (TE) Department, Dt. 27.10.2017
4. Minutes of the Departmental Promotion Committee,
dt.29.05.2019

In the ref 1st and 2nd read above, under the Provisions of Rule 10 (a) of Telangana State and Subordinate Services Rules, 1996, the Commissioner of Technical Education, Telangana, Hyderabad is pleased to order the following temporary promotion to the post of Librarian in Zone-VI as shown below, subject to conformity of genuinely of qualification certificate.

2. Smt. M. Meenakshi, Office Superintendent, S.S. Govt. Polytechnic, Zaheerabad is temporarily promoted to the post of Librarian in the scale of Rs. 15600-39100 with AGP of Rs. 6000/- (AICTE, 2006 pay scale) with usual allowances and posted at S.S. Govt. Polytechnic, Zaheerabad in the existing vacancy of Librarian.

3. The temporary appointment ordered above do not confer any right to the incumbent over the post and the same is liable for cancellation at any time without assigning any reason / notice what so ever.

4. The Principal of S.S. Govt. Polytechnic, Zaheerabad is requested to relieve the individual immediately with instructions to report to the promoted post under intimation to this Office.

5. Further, the incumbent is informed that she has to join the post within stipulated period of (15) days from the date of receipt of this order. In case, she fail to join the post within the stipulated time or evades joining the post by proceeding on leave, she shall forfeit her right of appointment to the post both for the present and future in terms of Rule 11 (b) of Telangana State and Subordinate Services Rules, 1996 as amended in G.O.Ms.No.193, GA (Ser.D) Department, dt. 26.04.1999.
6. The Principal, S.S. Govt. Polytechnic, Zaheerabad is requested to intimate the date of joining of the incumbent at her respective place.

7. She is not eligible for TA & DA as the promotion is ordered on her request.

8. The receipt of the Proceedings shall be acknowledged. Signature valid

To:
Smt. M. Meenakshi, Office Superintendent, S.S. Govt. Polytechnic, Zaheerabad through the Principal, S.S. Govt. Polytechnic, Zaheerabad
Copy to Principal, S.S. Govt. Polytechnic, Zaheerabad
Copy to the Principal, S.S. Govt. Polytechnic, Zaheerabad
Copy to the DTO/STO concerned.